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ABSTRACT
Fort Wainwright is located. along the Chena River on the East Side of Fairbanks,
Alaska. Releases of hydrocarbons from leaking storage tanks, pipelines, and fuel spills
during its long history have resulted in the introduction of contaminants to the shallow
ground water flow system. A program to characterize ground water flow in the region
and to determine the extent of contamination was initiated by CRREL in 1993. An
extensive borehole database, consisting of stratigraphic descriptions, water levels, and
permafrost distribution has been developed for the site.
The presence of discontinuous permafrost is a complicating factor in deciphering
ground water movement in the Fairbanks area. Irregular distribution of the permafrost,
large seasonal fluctuations in the stage of the Chena River, and a complex floodplain
stratigraphy consisting of lithologic units exhibiting a broad range of hydraulic
conductivity's have resulted in a highly complex ground water flow system. To shed
light on this problem, arrays of groundwater flow sensors have been installed at Fort
Wainwright. Flow sensors are installed at thirty-five, sixty-five, and hundred foot depths
in well clusters to. provide continuous information on the magnitude and direction of
ground water flow. These data define seasonal changes in the flow regime and can' be
downloaded and displayed in near real time. A series of~s were generated to display
flow sensor data in an ARCIINFO database to enable easy recognition of seasonal
changes in flow patterns. Flow data are displayed in vector format.
A series of TINs have been generated in order to gain a better understanding of
the subsurface environment at Fort Wainwright. The TINs display the distribution and
vertical profile ofthe permafrost. Each permafrost layer is shaded according to its vertical
extent. Coverages of flow vector.data have been combined with the permafrost surfaces
in order to depict graphically the influence of permafrost on groundwater flow directions
and velocities at Fort Wainwright.
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INTRODUCTION
Fort Wainwright is located along the Chena River on the East Side of Fairbanks,
Alaska. It has been in military use for over 50 years. Releases of hydrocarbons from
leaking storage tanks, pipelines, and fuel spills during its long history have resulted in the
introduction of contaminants to the shallow ground water flow system. The distribution
and migration of these non-aqueous phase liquids, or N.A.P.L.s, has been determined by
the behavior of the ground water flow system over the years. Irregular distribution of the
permafrost, large seasonal fluctuations in the stage of the Chena River, and a complex
flood plain stratigraphy 'consisting of lithologic units covering a broad range' of
hydrogeologic properties have resulted in a highly complex ground water flow system.
The seasonal movement of the ground water as well as its long-term operation in this
area must be documented and understood before the migration and ultimate fate of any of
these contaminants can be inferred.
The presence of discontinuous permafrost is a complicating factor in deciphering
ground water movement in the Fairbanks area. An understanding of the permafrost
configuration is critical to determining location and migration paths of contaminants. A
program to characterize ground water flow in the region and to determine the extent of
contamination was initiated by USA C.R.R.E.L.1 in 19?3. An extensive borehole
database, consisting of stratigraphic descriptions, water levels, and permafrost
distribution has been developed for the site. Arrays of grou1J.dwater flow sensors have
also been installed in selected wells at Fort Wainwright. Flow sensors· provide
1 The Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab, Hanover, N.H.
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continuous infonnation on the magnitude and direction ofground water flow.
Location
Fort Wainwright and most of the city of Fairbanks lie on the broad flood plain of
the Chena and Tanana River systems. The base is situated just to the East of the Steese
Highway, which is the major N-S artery on the East Side of Fairbanks. An upland area,
Birch Hill that is underlain primarily by fine-grained metamorphic rocks, bound it to the
North. There are several major sources of N.A.P.L.s and other contaminants at Fort
Wainwright, including the tank fann on the SW slope of Birch Hill, the truck fill stand
which sits just south of the tank fann, the pipeline and its associated facilities located
primarily along Canol road, the Railroad Oflloading Facility (R.O.L.F. Site), and an
active landfill site (Figure 1.) For the purposes of investigation Fort Wainwright has been
broken up into several areas of study or "operable units". I will be looking at the.ground
water flow patterns in Operable units' three and four, which are both characterized by the
presence of discontinuous pennafrost, but I will be comparing my results with data from
Operable Unit five where permafrost is lacking.
Geology
The unconsolidated deposits of the Tanana and Chena River Systems consist of
irregularly dispersed layers of gravel and sand interbedded ~th numerous silt lenses. In
most aFeas there is a layer of silt one meter thick at the ground surface. Cederstorm,
(1963) found the actual distribution of the floodplain deposits to be extremely complex,
with no beds traceable in the subsurface for any significant distance.
The morphology of the flood plain results from typical alluvial deposition
4
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Figure 1. Region of Fort Wainwright containing Operable Units 3,
4, and 5. Sources of contamination include the Tank
Farm, the pipeline adjacent to Canol Rd., an active
landfill site, and the Railroad Off Loading Facility
or R.O.L.F. site.
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These processes generated a variety of deposits with widely varying hydrologic
properties. Numerous ancient stream channels or sloughs and swales cross the floodplain
area between the Chena River and Birch Hill to the North. These features typically form
surface depressions on the floodplain and tend to collect water (Figure 3.). Activity of
the river system over time has resulted in a very complex system in which the flood plain
structure is characterized by a number of geomorphic assemblages of different ages and
orientations. For example, the deposits south ofthe truck-fill stand trend N-S whereas an
adjacent package of floodplain materials within the truck fill stand and in the immediate
area of Canol Road trends E-W (figure 4). The older deposits are commonly coarser
than the modem deposits. Reflecting more frequent flooding and higher velocities in the
past. Each ofthese floodplain assemblages contains a wide variety of sediment types.
Birch Hill, which lies to the North of Fort Wainwright, is primarily underlain by
old pelitic units consisting essentially of low-grade schist, they are believed to be pre-
Jurassic in age. It has been observed that this schist is highly foliated and fractured. Test
borings on Birch Hill confirm the presence of a zone of fractured and weathered bedrock
above the intact schist. The hillside is covered by accumulations of aeolian silt. Capture
and infiltration of runoff from Birch Hill and other local recharge may find access to the
local groundwater flow system by migration down through ~his weathered bedrock zone.
Regional Flow System
The Chena and Tanana Rivers and their associated floodplain deposits dominate
the groundwater flow system in the Fairbanks area. On the East Side of Fairbanks the
6
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regional groundwater flow is down the floodplain of the Chena River In a westerly
direction. The Chena River flows into the Tanana River west of Fairbanks The
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dominantly westward groundwater flow pattern at Fort Wainwright has been modified by
the presence of discontinuous permafrost within the floodplain sediments and by the
presence ofbedrock ridges and depressions bounding and beneath the permafrost.
Permafrost
Permafrost is defined as perennially frozen ground, it occurs wherever mean
annual soil temperatures remain at or below freezing, for two or more years. Fairbanks
has a subarctic climate. Normally, the uppermost layers of the ground, or the "active
layer", are subject to seasonal freezing and thawing, whereas much of the surface below
the active layer remains frozen throughout the year. In Fairbanks, the average range of
depth of seasonal freezing is 1 to 2 meters. The average annual temperature is -6 degrees
Celsius. The coldest month is January and the warmest month is July. Fairbanks has a
semiarid climate with an average annual precipitation of 11.92 inches (Figure 2.)..
Ground water flow patterns are complicated by the discontinuous distribution of
permafrost. As might be expected, the hydraulic conductivity of subsurface materials is
markedly affected by the presence of the interstitial ice and consequently the three-
dimensional distribution of permafrost exerts considerable control on the groundwater .
flow in this region. The discontinuous nature and complex configuration of the
permafrost in this area is a function of geologic events such as relocation of the
meandering river channels and degradation associated with saturated groundwater flow,
as well as fire and human disturbances.
Several factors Can be recognized that influence permafrost distribution.
Vegetative cover acts as insulation for the permafrost. Anthropogenic disturbances such
9
as excavation and construction, as well as conductive heat flux from ground water flow
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Weather Data for Fairbanks, top is temperature and
bottom is precipitation.
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will act to degrade permafrost. Permafrost also tends to be absent under deep
bodies of water (Figure 5). Incidence of solar radiation, for example average solar
radiation on a north versus south facing slope, will influence permafrost distribution. The
geothermal heat flux also affects permafrost distribution, but in this shallow subsurface
environment it probably exerts a very minor influence.
I
There are several obvious problems associated with ground water flow in
permafrost regions. The aquifer distribution becomes extremely complex. As the
permafrost degrades distinct channels can develop concentrating flow in discrete
pathways. A suprapermafrost aquifer may develop above the permafrost, a confined
subpermafrost aquifer may be found below the permafrost, and an intrapermafrost aquifer
occurs where free water is found within the permafrost (Figure 5). Zones where
permafros~ is absent connect these various flow systems and may exert significant. control
on the observed patterns. Ground water flow may be effected by seasonal freeze thaw
cycles. For example, as the active layer freezes and thaws, confining layers can be
generated or degraded, surface recharge can be facilitated or limited, even eliminated, and
local gradients may be induced or changed. The presence of permafrost may also cause
the standard regional gradient model to be locally inaccurate. Seasonal variations in the
extent of frozen ground therefore have a direct impact on the near-surface ground water
flow re¢me.
11
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PROBLEM
The object of this study. is to gain an understanding of the nature of the
groundwater flow system at Fort Wainwright. In order to understand this flow system
one must first analyze and understand the complicating factors: seasonal freeze-thaw
cycles, changes in the stage of the Chena River, major precipitation events, permafrost
distribution, and the complex floodplain structure. Seasonal freeze-thaw cycles influence
the depth offreezing of the active layer. In the winter the active layer acts to confine the
suprapermafrost aquifer, this confining pressure undoubtedly alters the orientation of the
equipotential surfaces within the flow system, and flow directions and velocities respond
to these changes. The freezing and thawing of the active layer also influences the
recharge and discharge zones for the aquifer.system. Ifthe active layer freezes to the top
of the permafrost isolation of shallow groundwater flow components may occur.
Changes in the stage of the Chena River will act to alter the configuration of
equipotential surfaces and could go as far as seasonally reversing flow directions within,
or in close proximity to, major areas of bank storage. In addition major precipitation
events and snowmelt can influence groundwater flow directions and velocities. Until we
understand these seasonal changes and how they influence the groundwater flow system
we cannot say much about the contaminant transport processes in this area. The complex
floodplain stratigraphy, specifically the presence ofconductive and non-conductive layers
further complicates groundwater flow at Fort Wainwright.
13
METHODS
Originally CRREL's objective was to map the three-dimensional permafrost
distribution with ground penetrating radar, (G.P.R.) supported by "ground truth"
furnished by data from an extensive drilling program (Figure 6.). This has resulted in an
enormous borehole database. Once the distribution of the permafrost was mapped,
potential aquifer sites were located and 120 monitoring wells were installed throughout
Fort Wainwright. Down-hole CRREL groundwater flow sensors were placed in
approximately, 80 ofthese wells.
The CRREL ground water flow sensor is a modified version of the commercial
probe put out by K-V associates. It records two-dimensional flow directions and seepage
velocities. The sensors are installed at 10 20 and 30 meter depths in cluster wells, with a
lOft well screen where permafrost is absent, in other words in thaw zones (figure 3.).
Sensors have also been placed in pressurized subpermafrost wells where each
subpermafrost well is screened for an interval of lOft below the permafrost surface.
The flow sensors employ the heat tag and trace method to determine the flow
directions and velocities. There·are eight pairs of platinum resistive temperature devices
(R.T.D.'s) in steel tynes arrayed in a circular pattern around a point source heater (figure
7). The heater is turned on for a specified time period.. The change in heat above
background level at the R.T.D.'s is the result of the conductive heat transfer by the
ground water moving through the tynes (Figure 8). The location of the tyne that picks
the signal indicates the direction of groundwater flow and the time for the heated water
to travel through that distance is a function of its velocity. The flow sensors are part of a
14
self-contained field operation that is driven by solar power.
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Figure 7. C.R.R.E.L. groundwater flo'" --------w sensor.
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FLOW
,
Figure 8. Cartoon depicting how the CRREL groundwater flow
sensor works.
A major problem in the interpretation of results is the recognition ofvertical flow
components. Vertical gradients may be caused by the deflection of ground water around
a body of permafrost, changes in the rate of recharge/discharge, or changes in lithology.
The cluster wells are set up to determine if there is a vertical flow component at these
sites. Each well cluster has awell at 10,20, and 30 meters. The vertical gradient can be
determined based on the water levels observed in the wells.
The velocity and direction of groundwater as detected by the flow sensors are
recorded two times daily. The data is downloaded six times a year. In order to analyze
the data monthly, weekly, and daily averages are calculated.
The geographic information system ARCIINFO was employed to manage and
analyze the flow data collected as well as the extensive borehole database. Averaging
programs generated in ARCIINFO were used to determine daily, weekly, and monthly·
flow values. A menu-driven program was also generated in ARCIINFO that displays this
data in vector format.
The flow sensors provide us with information on the direction and velocity of
ground water flow, but we needed to develop an understanding of the subsurface.
environment. Since the initiation of this project an extensive borehole database has been
generated. The borehole data records depth to and thickness of permafrost, distribution
of conouctive and non-conductive units, and bedrock information. ARCIINFO was
employed to help bring out the spacial relationships and distribution of these data sets.
Contour maps ofthe ground surface and the bedrock topography (Figure 9 and 10) have
been generated, as well as surfaces depicting the configuration of the suprapermafrost
18
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the subsystem GRID the permafrost configuration was depicted. Three surfaces
were generated; they include depth to the top of the permafrost or the suprapermafrost
aquifer (Figure 11), the thickness of the subpermafrost aquifer (Figure 12.), and the
thickness ofthe permafrost (Figure 13). These surfaces clearly define the suprapermafrost
and subpermafrost aquifers. They were generated from a dense point data set with the
inverse distance weighting, (I.D.W.), interpolator. These surfaces have since been used to
gain an understanding of the floodplain structure and groundwater flow system.
ARCIINFO was also employed to determine in greater detail the configuration of the
bedrock topograph~. Once the data was entered into the database the sub-system T.I.N.
was used to generate a bedrock surface and a contour map. The modeling programs and
procedure are contained in appendix A.
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RESULTS
Flow Patterns
The flow sensors installed at Operable units three, four, and Operable unit five
have yielded a continuous record of groundwater flow in both portions of the supra- and
intrapermafrost aquifers as well as the subpermafrost system.
Flow in the unconfined aquifer of operable unit five conforms to the regional
gradient. Flow sensors in the cluster wells screened in the suprapermafrost aquifer in
Operable Units three and four exhibit unique flow patterns that deviate from the regional
gradient. These deviationS are primarily a result of partial isolation of Operable Units 3
and 4 from the regional flow system caused primarily by the pockets of penna'frost
located within those areas. The flow data for all the well clusters is shown in appendix B;
a summary ofthe flow data is found in table 1.
Operable Unit three encompasses the area including well clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11,
and 12. In the wells containing flow sensors installed at a depth of 10 meters, flow in
FWC-l was found to be consistently to the southwest, whereas at FWC-I2 the flow
direction varied between north in the summer and east during the winter, and at FWC-5
the flow at 10 meters was to the east. At the twenty-meter depth groundwater flow
trends northwest in all ofthe wells except FWC-l FWC-5 and FWC-ll. Flow in FWC-I
it varies between west in the winter and southeast in the summer and at FWC-5 and
FWC-Il the flow is east in the winter and northwest in the summer. At 30 meters
groundwater flow is westerly for at least part of the year in all of the wells. In clusters
25
FWC-2 and FWC-5, flow at 30 meters varies seasonally between south and west.' The
vertical gradients between depths of20 and 30 meters in most ofthe well clusters
Table 1.
DEPTH WINTER SUMMER WINTER MAX. WATER MIN. WATER
WELL meters DIREcnON DIREcnON SIGNAL lEVEL (feet) lEVEL (feet)
Operable Unit 3
FWC-1A 20NW NEIoNW YES 426.10 425.19
FWC-1B 10 SW sw YES 426.34 425.40
FWC-2 30S sw NO 425.80 426.67
FWC-2A 20N NW NO 425.17 424.74
FWC-3 30W W NO 426.01 425.19
FWC-3A 20 NW NO 423.57 422.70
FWC4 30 NWtoNE NW NO 426.00 . 425.10
FWC-4A 20W W NO 425.60 424.96
FWC-S 30 NJA NJA NJA 426.32 425.46
FWC-SA 20 NE NW NO 425.54 424.80
FWC-SB 10 E E YES 426.21 425.30
FWC-11 36 NW YES 425.82
FWC-11A 30 SW SoN NO 425.00 425.00
FWC-11B 20W WIoE YES 426.16 425.40
FWC-12 10 E . NIoE YES 424.71 425.70
FWP-2 34 NWtoNE NIoW NlA NJA NJA
FWP-4 30 NWtoNE NtoW NJA NJA NJA
- - -- ._-.
FWP~ E NE . NJA -. "NJA ..•._-. - NJA - ...
FWP-7 SSW W NJA NJA NlA .
Operable Unit <4
FWC-7 30W W YES 433.07 431.34
FWC-7A 20 StoWtoS YES 433.11 431.66
FWC-a 20 W NO 433.86 431.83
FWC-9 20 w· NO 433.68 431.95
FWC-10 20W W YES 448.16 446.24
FWC-13 36E N NO 431.14 430.90
FWC-13A 30W W NO 438.40 438.30
FWC-13B 20NW NW YES 430.76 430.60
FWC-14 30W SW YES 428.43 428.52
FWC-14A 20E EtoNtoE YES 428.91 428.52'
FWC-15 30 E E YES 428.35 428.39
FWC-15A 20W SWtoNW YES 428.80 429.08
FWC-18 30NW NW YES 428.06 428.30
FWC-18A 20W W 431.23 430.01
FWC-19 30NW NW YES 429.87 428.99
FWC-19A 20NW NW '429.31 429.02
FWP-3 ~ 30NW NW NlA NJA NlAFWP-S 43W WIoNtoW NlA NJA NJA
FWP-8 38E N NJA NJA NJA
FWP·9 28NW NW NlA NlA NJA
FWP-11 48 NE N NlA NJA NJA
. FWP-18 38NW N NlA N1A NlA
NlA NlA NlA
Table 1. Summary of groundwater flow data for Operable Units 3 and 4.
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installed indicate that water is moving up toward the surface throughout the year.
In wells FWC-l and FWC-S, between 10 and 20 meters the vertical gradient is into the
ground. At FWC-5 the vertical gradient is split, moving out of the ground at shallow
depths and into the ground at deeper depths. This may be explained by lithology
differences in the area of the cluster. At 10-meters the well is screened in poorly graded
sand, at 20-meters it is screened in poorly graded gravel with sand and a poorly graded
sand, and at 30-meters it is screened in a poorly graded sand. The gravel at 20-meters
may be a highly conductive lenses. There is also evidence that the permafrost to the east
of FWC-S has been degraded at the approximate depth of this highly conductive lens.
Degradation of the permafrost at this location may also be a reflection of relatively high
flow in this lens, which may be acting as a pipeline for groundwater flow in this area.
Groundwater flow lines will converge in the area of a highly conductive layer.and be
reflected as a split gradient. There is evidence that this lens extends to FWC-2, where the
20-meter well is also screened in a poorly graded gravel with sand. Th~ water levels
recorded in this area range between 3 meters below the surface in October when the
groundwater table is at its seasonal high and 4.5 meters below the surface in April when
the groundwater table was- at its seasonal low. The groundwater table is lower in
October of 1996 than in the previous fall, suggesting that c?nditions at Fort Wainwright
may have been drier in 1996 than in than the previous year.
The subpermafrost wells in Operable Unit three include FWP-2, FWP-4, and in
the eastern portion of Operable Unit three, FWP-6 and FWP-7. The flow patterns in
FWP-2 and FWP-4 are complex, but mirror each other almost exactly. In the fall
27
subpennafrost flow was heading west; by the heart of the winter flow was moving north.
Flow in these wells continued to, move north-northeast until the end of June when it
returned to a northwesterly direction. Flow sensors in both wells exhibit velocities that
are much slower than the velocities recorded in the other pennafrost wells. FWP-6 is
moving northeast all year, and it's velocity is constant at around one foot per day. In the
winter and the fall the velocities increase. Flow in FWP-7 is moving west throughout the
year.
Operable Unit four contains several irregularly distributed well clusters~ For the
purpose of this discussion, 'I will refer to clusters 7, 8, 9, and 10 as the west aquifer, well
clusters 13, 18, and 19 as part of the east aquifer, and clusters 14.and 15 as part of the
south aquifer.
The west aquifer is a very complex.region. At FWC-7 the groundwater at 30-
meters is moving due west all year long, but at 20-meters it changes from northwesterly
flow in the winter to southeast in the summer. FWC-8 and FWC-9 exhibit similar flow
signals. At 20-meters, water in both wells is moving west during the summer, but in the
winter, the flow direction ranges from north to southwest The average water levels in this
aquifer are higher than those recorded in operable unit three (Table 1.). In April, when
the ground water table is at its seasonal low the water levels at FWC-7 in both the 10-
meter and 20-meter wells are 2.5 meters below the surface. During October when the
groundwater table is at its seasonal maximum the water levels were 1.3 meters below the
surface in October 1995, and 2 meters below the surface in October 1996. At FWC-8
and FWC-9 the groundwater table is at 3.3 meters below the surface in April and 2.8
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meters below the surface in October 1996. In October 1995 the groundwater table in
FWC-8 and FWC-9 was 2 meters below the surface. Again it appears from all the water
level data that there was a less recharge to the system in 1996 then 1995. The west
aquifer consists primarily of relatively conductive units such as poorly graded gravel and
sand. The depth to bedrock in this area is, on average; about 30-meters below the
surface, which is shallow when compared with other areas. During the spring there is
standing water in the region ofFWC-7 and FWC-8. These clusters are located in swales.
The groundwater table at FWC-10 is only about 1 meter below the ground surface. The
flow direction is consistently to the west regardless of the season. FWC-10 sits along the
northern edge of the landfill in a transect cut between two swampy areas. In the
springtime there is extremely high standing water at this well.
The subpermafrost wells in this region are FWP-3,fWP-5, and FWP-~~
Groundwater in FWP-3 and FWP-9 moves west all year round. Flow in FWP-5 is highly
variable both in velocity and direction. The direction migrates from westerly in the
winter too northeasterly in the summer, and the velocity exhibits the winter signal,
increasing in the summer and decreasing in the winter.
The east aquifer contains clusters FWC-13, FWC-18, and FWC-19. Water in
both FWC-18 and FWC-19 moves consistently to the west throughout the year. At
FWC-18 there is a significant vertical gradient into the ground as shown by the 20-meter
well which has a static water level almost a meter higher than that of the 30-meter well.
At FWC-19 there is no vertical gradient in the wintertime, and a· very slight upward
gradient during the rest ofthe year. FWC-18 is adjacent to the landfill and collects some
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standing water in the spring. FWC-19 is adjacent to .a pond on the east side of the
landfill. In the spring, the pond overflows and recharges the underlying material. At 20
and 30 meters flow in FWC-13 is moving in a westerly direction like the flow directions
observed in FWC-18 and FWC-19, but at 36-meters it is moving northeast in the winter
and north in the summer. The subpermafrost well FWP-8, which is the only
subpermafrost well installed in this area, shows a similar trend. During the winter, water
in this well is heading east and during the summer it is heading north. In the spring flow
gradually migrates from east to north, and in the fall it changes back from north to east.
FWC-13 reveals a split vertical gradient. From 20 to 30 meters the water is moving into
the ground, but from 10 to 20 meters it is moving out ofthe ground. This type of pattern
may be explained by the presence of a highly conductive unit similar to the condition
mentioned in the case ofFWC-5, or by some other means of changing the equipotential
surfaces, such as the presence of a nearby an intrapermafrost conduit. The difference
between the water levels in cluster 13 is significant, about 3 meters. FWC-:-13 is located
to the east ofthe landfill·on a trail coming away from it. The south aquifer contains well
clusters 14 and 15. These wells are both located in swales that are completely thawed.
Water in FWC-lS moves west at 2D-meters and southeast at 3D-meters. At FWC-14
water in the 2D-meter well moves from due east in the winter to north in the summer and
water in the 3D-meter well moves southwest throughout the year. The water levels at
both wells are fairly close with no more than a .2 meter difference between the shallow
and deep wells. At FWC-14 the water has a slight upward gradient" and at FWC-lS the
vertical gradient is up as well. FWC-14 is on a trail due west of a gravel pit. The gravel
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pit may be a potential recharge area. FWC-15 is in a low open area, but in the spring, it
does not appear to get high water..
This aquifer has two subpermafrost wells FWP-ll, and FWP-18. These wells
have very different directional patterns. In FWP-ll, flow is moving northeast in the
winter and north in the summer. Flow in FWP-18 is moving northwest in the winter and
north in the summer.
There are two areas in Operable Unit five. Well clusters 21, 22, and 23 are
located just north of the Chena River and the rest of the well clusters are south of the
river. In clusters 21,22, arid 23 the flow directions are westerly at all depths throughout
the year. They have very slight vertical gradients. Water in these wells appears to be
following the regional gradient. The wells south ofthe Chena River also exhibit westerly
tlowpatterns throughout the year. Some ofthe wells in Operable Unit five are influenced
by the changing stages ofthe Chena River (Figure 14).
Bedrock
Elevation of the bedrock surface spans a relatively broad range in the region of
Operable Units three and four.
From the southern base of Birch Hill where bedrock is exposed at the surface,the
bedrock gradually descends below the floodplain sediments to depths greater than 70
meters as you approach the Chena River (Figure 9.). Borehole data reveals that there are
a number of channels, ridges, and depressions in the in the bedrock surface. These
features exert considerable control on the configuration of the subpeimafrost aquifer. In
regions where there are bedrock valleys the subpermafrost aquifer becomes very thick.
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Bedrock channels behave as conduits for confined groundwater flow, and the ridges act
as local barriers to the subpennfrpst aquifer at several places. In Operable unit three
there is a depression in the bedrock surface between FWC-2 and FWC~5. Just east of the
depression there is a channel in the bedrock that trends north south off of Birch Hill.
Further east, the bedrock surface rises eastwardly from an elevation of about 106 to 115
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Figure 14. Changing Stage of the Chena River at Apple Road.
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meters. This ridge of bedrock occupies the region between Operable Units three and
four. In the area of Cluster FWC:7, FWC-8 and FWC-9 the depth to bedrock increases
again. There is a ridge of bedrock that sits right between FWP-ll and FWP-18. To the
south, sta~ing around FWP-7 and moving toward the Chena River, there is an increasing
depth to bedrock. In this area the depth to bedrock is relatively deep. In the area west of
FWC-I0 the bedrock surface is shallow, with the top of bedrock sitting generally less
than 15 meters below the ground surface.
Permafrost
The distribution of the permafrost in Operable Units three and four is irregular
and extremely complex. In many places, the suprapermafrost aquifer is very thin or non-
existent, (Figure 11). The purple and pink areas of figure 11 show locations where the
depth to the top ofthe permafrost is no greater than 3-meters. Note that there are many
places where the top of the permafrost is higher in elevation than the elevation of the
water table. These shallow permafrost zones are therefore acting as barriers to
groundwater flow in the suprapermafrost aquifer, and are direct~g a large portion of any
recharging groundwater into the subpermafrost aquifer. Because the groundwater table
changes seasonally, a positive fluctuation ofabout .6 meters will cause the water table to
locally rise above the top of the permafrost resulting in seasonal suprapermafrost
groundwater flow. This could have a significant seasonal influence on the general
groundwater flow patterns in the affected areas. In Figure 11 the areas depicted in
various shades ofblue indicate a thick suprapermafrost aquifer. In these regions, the top
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of the permafrost surface is deep enough to allow suprapermafrost flow at any time of the
year.
The location and orientation of the thaw zones is extremely important to
understanding groundwater flow in that they represent potential recharge and/or
discharge areas that interact with the subpermafrost aquifer. Near a thaw zone,
permafrost pinches out (Figure 5.). Consequently a number of the deep, 30-meter, cluster
wells, which are located in thaw zones. may be screened in the subpermafrost aquifer.
This is difficult to constrain, but if one compares the elevation of the bottom of the
permafrost adjacent to the thaw zones with respect to the elevation of the deep well
screens it can be inferred that many of the deep cluster wells are screened in the
subpermafrost aquifer.
The configuration ofthe subpermafrost aquifer, (Figure 12.) increases in thickness
.. - . -_. . ._. .
as you move south offofBirch Hill. In the northern section ofOperable Units three and
four, permafrost is frozen to bedrock and there is no subpermafrost aquifer. This has a
profound effect on groundwater flow patterns. In this northern region, Operable units
three and four are essentially separated by permafrost that is frozen to bedrock. To the
south in Operable Unit three the subpermafrost aquifer becomes fairly thick, ranging from
6 to greater than 24 meters. West of Operable Unit three the subpermafrost aquifer
become,s constricted, with a.maximum thickness of 3 meters and, in some places it is
frozen to bedrock. However, there is a significant subpermafrost channel in the western
part of Operable Unit 3, just south of clusters 2 and 5. FWP-7 sits between Operable
Units three and four. It is located in a thick part of the subpermafrost aquifer that
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connects the subpennafrost aquifers of Operable Units three and four. Pennafrost in the
entire area north ofFWP-7 all the yvay to Birch Hill is frozen to bedrock. In the western
portion of Operable Unit 4 FWC-7 is bounded by pennafrost that is frozen to bedrock to
the north and northeast. FWC-8 and FWC-9 are bounded by pennafrost that is frozen to
bedrock to the west and east respectively. TO the south of FWC-7, the east of FWC-8,
and the west of FWC-9 there is a fairly thick subpennafrost aquifer. FWP-6 is located
southwest ofFWC-7 on the opposite side ofa thaw zone. There is very little pennafrost
data in the southern and western portions of Operable Unit four. Permafrost wells FWP-
11 and FWP-I8 are screened in a very shallow part of the subpennafrost aquifer, and the
area between them is frozen to bedrock. West of FWC-I8 the subpermafrost aquifer is
extremely thick and west of Operable Unit four there is a plug of pennafrost that is
frozen fro~ the surfacedown to the un~erlying bedrock.
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DISCUSSION
Data collected from num~rous test borings as well as the flow sensor data
reinforce the original observation that permafrost distribution, floodplain stratigraphy,
and the climate of the Fairbanks area have all exerted complicating influences on the
groundwater flow patterns. Of these complicating factors the distribution of the
permafrost has played a major role because, to a large extent, the aquifer distribution in
the area is controlled by the location of subsurface zones that are free of permafrost,
(Figure 5). Within the study area, aquifers encounter both vertical and horizontal barriers
created by the presence ofdiscontinuous bodies offrozen ground.
The groundwater table is relatively flat, as would be expected in a floodplain
environment The groundwater flow gradient is east to west, consistent with the regional
flow gr~~ent (Table 1.). In other words, the water levels in Operable Unit four ar~
higher than those in Operable Unit three. However, this area is characterized by the
presence of discontinuous permafrost and the groundwater flow directions at many
locations in Operable Units 3 and 4 are inconsistent with the regional slope of the
groundwater table.
Seasonally, with the freezing and thawing of the active layer recharge and
discharge areas are being turned on and off and during the winter months the
suprape,rmafrost system is being squeezed. This may effect groundwater flow in the
suprapermafrost aquifer by generating confining pressures and redirecting
suprapermafrost flow. If the active layer freezes to the top of the groundwater table, it
can create confining pressures and cause a reorientation of the equipotential surfaces.
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Flow paths in the system that operates during the summer months are cut off and
groundwater flow may be redirected to areas were the active layer has not frozen down
to the permafrost surface. The velocity trends recorded at the well clusters suggest that
this phenomenon is common. Figure 15 shows the velocities of four representative
cluster wells plotted along with air temperature, a proxy for ground temperature. In the
winter the groundwater flow velocities increase with the freezing of the active layer and
in the summer they decrease. Almost all the wells in Operable Units three and four have
this winter signal (Table 1). In the wells where this signal is not observed, the signal is
exactly the opposite, with increasing velocity in the summer and decreasing velocity in
the winter. These areas are all located in areas of high summer recharge. In these areas,
the summer recharge is more important in influencing groundwater flow velocities than
the effects caused by freezing ofthe aCtive layer. In Operable Unit five, were there is no
permafrost, this typical velocity signal is not observed in the well clusters.
In Operable Unit three the top of the permafrost surface is well constrained
(Figure 16). The dark purple and pink areas on figure indicate places were permafrost is
no more than 3 meters below the surface. ConsequentlY,there is little suprapermafrost
groundwater flow in this area. Figure17 shows the relationship between the depth to the
permafrost surface and the water table in certain well clusters. During the majority of
the year the water table is well below the permafrost surface. Even 'in the wells where
the depth to permafrost varies, for example FWC-5 and FWC-3, the water levels are
below the permafrost surface during most of the year. This is important because any
water entering the system in Operable Unit three is being forced into thaw zones and,
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ultimately to the subpermafrost aquifer. An exception to this is in the vicinity of FWC-
2. There the. water levels there are always higher than the permafrost surface. This well
most likely
Figure 15.
Relationship between air temperature ana seepage
velocity.
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receives seasonal recharge from the suprapermafrost aquifer in Operable Unit
four. FWC-2 is one of the wells that exhibits an opposite velocity signal, one in which
flow velocities increase in the summer. This appears to be reflection of increased
recharge during the summer months at this site.
The configuration subpermafrost aquifer in Operable Unit three is also complex
(Figure 18.). To the east of operable unit three the permafrost is frozen into the bedrock.
This forces all subpermafrost flow moving from Operable Unit four to Operable Unit
three to move in the fairly thick aquifer south of the frozen zone. In Operable unit three
there are patches of permafrost frozen to bedrock in the area of FWP-2 and FWP-4.
These wells are in an extremely thin part of the subpermafrost aquifer and have highly
varied flow patterns. South of FWC-5 and southwest of FWC-2 there is an extremely
thick channel in the subpermafrost aquifer that trends east west. This is probably acting
as a pipeline for westward groundwater flow in that area.
In the eastern part of Operable Unit four the permafrost configuration is not well
constrained (Figure 19). It is therefore difficult to conclude much about groundwater
flow patterns related to the permafrost distribution in that area. However, the pe~afrost .
configuration is well defined in the western part of Operable Unit four and consequently
will be the focus ofmy discussion on this area.
Well cluste.rs FWC-7, FWC-8 and FWC-9 are in an area where the depth to
permafrost is fairly deep; in other words there is a thick suprapermafrost aquifer in this
region. Zones of extremely shallow permafrost surround these well clusters and this
leads to seasonal suprapermafrost flow. The water levels in FWC-7 are always above
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Operable Unit 4.
spring through the beginning of the fall (Figure 20). In most of the eastern area
the permafrost seems to be above the water table, therefore limiting suprapennafrost
flow, but, again the permafrost configuration is not well constrained in this portion of
Operable Unit 4.
The subpermafrost aquifer in Operable Unit four varies widely in thickness
throughout the area (Figure 21). To the west, it is bounded by a zone of permafrost that
is frozen to bedrock, which essentially separates Operable Units three and four at that
location. Permafrost wells 5, ll,and 18 are all located in areas were the subpennafrost
aquifer is thin, they exhibit very random flow patterns that are interpreted as reflecting
the constricted nature of the aquifer in this area. Permafrost wells 3 and 9 are located in
thick zones in the subpermafrost aquifer and the flow directions are consistently
northwest in these wells. To the east of Operable Unit four, a plug of permafrost is
frozen to the bedrock and this is undoubtedly influencing groundwater flow patterns in
that area.
A number ofwells in Operable Unit four are located in surface sloughs that are at
lower elevations than the land surrounding them. In the springtime there is standing .
water present in the area of these wells and subsequent recharge to aquifer system may
be influencing flow signals.
There is a strong seasonal signal in the groundwater flow patterns in Operable
units three and four, that results form the squeezing of the suprapermafrost system when
the active layer freezes. Figure 22 and 23 show groundwater flow vectors for February
of 1996 and August of 1996 in Operable Units 3 and 4, respectively. Between February
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and AUgtU?t a number of wells have completely opposite groundwater flow directions.
. ..
Figure 24 shows flow vectors for the same two months in Operable U~t five, and the
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seasonal change in flow direction is not observed the wells installed in that area. With
the freezing of the active layer the system is turning off recharge, generating confming
layers, and isolating flow components. An explanation of how these factors can
influence groundwater flow patterns shown in figure 25. Which is a hypothetical flow
net drawn in the vicinity of FWC-5. In the winter, the active layer freezes places an
impermeable cap on the system. Since, under ideal conditions, equipotential lines are
drawn perpendicular to impermeable boundaries; the equipotential surfaces must re-
orient themselves when the active layer freezes and consequently groundwater flow
patterns must change seasonally. In the summer, when the active layer thaws, the water
table in this area is very flat and approaches a constant head boundary. In this case, the
equipotential surfaces are essentially parallel to this constant head boundary, and as they
are again re-oriented the flow patterns change. Further evidence for the squeezing effect
on the suprapermafrost aquifer is the lack of a seasonal change in flow patterns in
operable unit five, where permafrost is absent.
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CONCLUSIONS
The presence of discontinuous permafrost has a profound influence on
groundwater flow. It's influence is illustrated in the directional signals recorded in wells
installed at selected localities throughout the area. The groundwater flow directions in
areas underlain by permafrost commonly deviate from the westerly flow of the flow
regional model Seasonally, they deviate from each other in Operable Unit 3 and 4, and in
Operable Unit five where permafrost is absent, there are no seasonal signals observed.
The water levels in Operable Unit four are higher than in Operable Unit three,
this gradient is trying to drive flow from east to west, in accordance with the regional
flow gradient. The regional flow gradient is present in Operable Units three and four,
but it is overprinted by'the local flow patterns induced by the permafrost configuration
and modified by seasonal freeze thaw cycles.
In Operable Unit three there is no significant suprapermafrost flow, but in the
western area of Operable Unit four there is suprapermafrost groundwater flow. This
suprapermafrost flow from Operable Unit four recharges Operable Unit three in the area
ofFWC-2, and since there is little, if any, suprapermafrost flow out of Operable Unit 3,
this water must exit the area through the subpermafrost system.
Without any knowledge of the permafrost bounaaries it would be difficult
explain observed groundwater flow patterns in this region. The use'of the Geographic
Information System ARCIINFO has been invaluable in this project because it brought
out relationships between groundwater flow and permafrost distribution that otherwise
may have gone unobserved.
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FUTURE WORK
The permafrost alone is 'not causing the complex groundwater flow patterns
observed at Fort Wainwright. The intricate floodplain stratigraphy is also playing a role.
The boundaries of the conductive versus non-conductive units in the various sediment
packages that comprise the floodplain of the Chena River must be delineated before a
complete understanding of groundwater flow patterns can be generated. Continued
installation of CRREL groundwater flow sensors throughout Operable Units three and
four will help to further define the groundwater flow system as well.
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APPENDIXA.
The geographic information system ARCIINFO was employed to manage the
CRREL GroUndwater Flow System Data: and to develop a 3-dimensional model of the
permafrost distribution.
•
Flow Data
The groundwater flow data was managed using a series ofprograms generated in
ARCIINFO. The amIs of programs in this section include mavg.amI, wavg.amI,
wavg.amI, arrow.amI, draw.amI, vsetup.amI, and dmain.menu. Mavg.amI, wavg.aml,
and davg.amI calculate monthly weekly and daily averages of the flow data,
respectively. Draw.amI and vsetup.amI are programs that select and display flow data in
vector format. Arrow.amI generates the markerset used to draw the vectors and
dmain.menuisthe interface that allows anyone to USe ARCIINFO. All of the
groundwater flow data is contained in info files.
Permafrost
The grid cell based subsystem of ARC/INFO was used to generate· the 3-
dimensional permafrost surfaces. The inverse distance weighting, of I.D.W.,
interpolator was used. It was chosen over the other grid interpolators because there was
a dense points data set to work with and we were looking' for local trends in the data.
Several surfaces were generated. The final surfaces that appear in this paper had a cell
size of 3-feet by 3-feet and a maximum search radius of 30-feet. Leaving some critical
points out of the interpolation and checking to see if their values were reproduced tested
accuracy of the interpolation.
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/*Final Working Version!!!
/*MONTHLY AVERAGE AML
&severity &warning &ignore
&severity &error &routine cursor
/*define what info files and .dates to use and setting related
variables
&do .date &list January, February, March, April, May,
August, September, October /*, November, December
&if %.date% = January &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 01/01
&sv .e.date = 01/31
&end
&if %.date% = February &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 02/01
&sv .e.date = 02/29
&end
&if %.date% = March &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 03/01
&sv .e.date = 03/31
&end
&if %.date% =April~then
&do
&sv .s.date = 04/01
&sv .e.date = 04/30
&end
&if %.date% = May &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 05/01
&sv .e.date = 05/31
&end
&if %.date% = June &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 06/01
&sv .e.date = 06/30
&end
&if %.date% = July &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 07/01
&sv .e.date = 07/31
&end
&if %.date% = August &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 08/01
&sv .e.date = 08/31
&end
&if %.date% = September &then
&do
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June, July,
&sv .s.date = 09/01
&SV .e.date = 09/30
&end
&if %.date% = October &then
&do
&sv . s.date = 10/01 .
&sv .e.date = 10/31
&end
&if %.date% = November &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 11/01
&sv .e.date = 11/30
&end
&if %.date% = December &then
&do
&sv .s.date = 12/01
&sv .e.date = 12/31
&end
/*declare cursor
CURSOR maverage DECLARE %.infofile% INFO RO DATE GE %.s.date%/%.year%
AND DATE LE %.e.date%/%.year%
CURSOR maverage OPEN
&s .count = 1
&s file_unit = [open %.myfile% openstatus -append]
&type %openstatust-·····----·--=--,· ----..--.- ..
&format 2
&s .vel [format '%1%' %:maverage.velocity%]
&s .dir [format '%1%' %:maverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dir%
cursor maverage next
&do &while %:maverage.aml$next% eq . true.
&s .count = %.count% + 1
&s .vel [format '%1%' %:maverage.velocity%]
&s .dir [format '%1%' %:maverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.velsum% + %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dirsum% + %.dir%
cursor maverage next
&end
&s .vel1 = %.velsum% / %.count%
&s .dir1 = %.dirsum% / %.count%
&s .vel = [format 1%1%' %.vel1%]
&s .dir = [format '%1%1 %.dir1%]
&s writestat = [write %file_unit% [quote
%.wells_id%,%.date%,%.vel%,%.dir%,%.counU,%.symbol%,%.ousymbo1%]]
CURSOR maverage REMOVE
&s closestat .- [close %file_unit%]
&end
&sv .another = . [response 'ANOTHER AVERAGE (ex. t or f) 1]
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&return
&routine cursor
&severity &error &ignore
cursor maverage remove
&s closestat .- [close %file_unit%l
&stop
56
/*Final Working version! I!!
/*WEEKLY AVERAGE AML
&severity &warning &ignore .
&severity &error &routine cursor
/*define what info files and dates to use and setting related variables
&sv .another = .t
&do &while %.another% = .t
&s myfile = weekly
&sv .sdate = [response IENTER START DATE (example 09/11/1996) I]
&s .edate = [response 'ENTER ENDING DATE (example 10/12/1996) I]
&do .infofile &list C7A, CS, C9, C10, C14, C14A, C1S, C1SA, C1S, C1SA,
C19A, C19A, P3, PS, PS, P9, P11, P1S
&sv .wells id = FW%.infofile%
/*declare cursor
CURSOR waverage DECLARE %.infofile%.dat INFO RO DATE GE %.sdate% AND
DATE LE %.edate%
CURSOR waverage OPEN
&s .count = 1
&s .date = %.sdate% /*%:waverage.date%
&s file_unit = [open%myfile% openstatus :-append] /*&sfile unit <= -
[open %myfile% openstatus -write]
&type %openstatus%
&format 2
&s .vel [format '%1%1 %:waverage.velocity%]
&s .dir [format 1%1%1 %:waverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dir%
cursor waverage next
&do &while %:waverage.aml$next% eq . true.
&s .count = %.count% + 1
&s .vel [format '%1%' %:waverage.velocity%]
&S .dir [format 1%1%' %:waverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.velsum% + %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dirsum% + %.dir%
cursor waverage next
&end
&s .vel1 = %.velsum% / %.count%
&s .dir1 = %.dirsum% / %.count%
&s .vel = [format '%1%1 %.vel1%]
&s .dir = [format '%1%1 %.dir1%]
&s writestat = [write %file_unit% [quote
%.wells_id%,%.date%,%.vel%,%.dir%,%.count%]]
CURSOR waverage REMOVE
&s closestat := [close %file_unit%]
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&end
&SV .another = . [response 'ANOTHER AVERAGE (t or f) ']
&end
&return
&routine cursor
&severity &error &ignore
cursor waverage remove
&S closestat .- [close %file_unit%]
&stop
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/*Final Working version! ! !
/*DAILY AVERAGE AML
&severity &warning &ignore
&severity &error &routine cursor
&sv myfile
&sv .sdate
&sv .edate
= daily
= [response IENTER START DATE (example 09/11/1996) ']
[response IENTER ENDING DATE (example 10/12/1996) ,]
&do .infofile &list C7A, C8, C9, C10, C14A, C1S, C1SA, C18, C1SA, C19,
C19A, P3, PS, P8, P9, P11, P18
&sv .wells id = FW%.infofile%
/*define what info files and dates to use and setting related variables
/*&sv .wells_id = [response 'ENTER FLOW WELL (example FWC-14) ']
/*&SV .infofile = [response 'ENTER FLOW SENSOR (example c14) I] .dat
/*&S myfile = [response 'ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAMEI]
/*&SV .sdate = [response 'ENTER START DATE (example 09/11/1996) I]
/*&S .edate = [response 'ENTER ENDING DATE (example 10/12/1996) ']
/*declare cursor
CURSOR daverage DECLARE %.infofile%.dat INFO RO DATE GE %.sdate% AND
DATE LE %.edate%
CURSOR daverage OPEN
&S .count = 1
&S .date = %:daverage.date%
&s file_unit = [open %myfile% openstatus -append] /*&S file unit =
[open %myfile% openstatus -write]
&type %openstatus%
&format 2
&s .vel [format '%1%1 %:daverage.velocity%]
&s .dir [format '%1%' %:daverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dir%
cursor daverage next
&do &until %:daverage.aml$next% eq .false.
&if [quote %.date%] = [quote %:daverage.date%] &then
&do
&s .count = %.count% + 1
&S .vel [format '%1%' %:daverage.velocity%]
&s .dir [format 1%1%' %:daverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.velsum% + %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dirsum% + %.dir%
cursor daverage next
&end
&else
&do
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&s .vel1 = %.velsum% / %.count%
&s .dir1 = %.dirsum% / %.count%
&s .vel = [format '%1%1 %.vel1%]
&s .dir = [format '%1%' %.dir1%]
&s writestat = [write %file_unit% [quote
%.wells_id%,%.date%,%.vel%,%.dir%,%.count%]]
&s .date = %:daverage.date%
&s .vel [format '%1%' %:daverage.velocity%]
&s .dir [format '%1%1 %:daverage.direction%]
&s .velsum = %.vel%
&s .dirsum = %.dir%
&8 .count = 1.
cursor daverage next
&end
&end
&s .vel1 = %.velsum% / %.count%
&s .dir1 = %.dirsum% / %.count%
&s .vel = [format '%1%1 %.vel1%]
&s .dir = [format '%1%' %.dir1%]
&s writestat = [write %file_unit% [quote
%.wells_id%,%.date%,%.vel%,%.dir%,%.count%]]
CURSOR daverage
&s closestat .-
&end·
&return
REMOVE
[close %file_unit%]
&routine cursor
&severity &error &ignore
cursor daverage remove
&s closestat .- [close %file_unit%]
&stop
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/* arrow. amI Sets up the vector markers used for draw. amI
clear
markerset arrow
markerfont 20
markerpattern 68
&sv symbol = 0
&sv xsize = .2
&do i = 1 &to 15
&sv xsize = [calc .1 + %xsize%]
markersize .3 %xsize%
&sv symbol = [calc %symbol% + 1]
markerput %symbol%
markersymbol %symbol%
marker *
&sv i = [calc %i% + 1]
&end
markersave arrow
&return
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/*DRAW AML
/*This program draws direction/velocity vectors for selected wells at
specific
/* depths indicating direction of gw flow
&severity &waming &ignore
&severity &error &routine cursor
/*ap
&sv .coverage = wells
&menu dmain
cursor v1 declare %.infofile% info ro
cursor vwells declare %.coverage% points ro
&sv .vset = . FALSE. /*only for conference slide
&sv tovel = 0
&sv from = 1
&sv size = 104
&sv count = 1
&sv xoffset = 0
&sv yoffset 0
&sv xoffset = 0
&sv yoffset -.4
textoffset %xoffset% %yoffset%
&sv msymbol= 3
&sv mcolor = 0 /*4
&do time &list January February March April May June July August
September October November December
&if [value %time%] = .TRUE. &then
&do
&sv .filename = %time%
&sv mcolor = %mcolor% + 1
&if %.vset% = .TRUE. &then
&call select
&else
&do
&r vsetup
&call select
&end
&end
&end
cursor v1 remove
cursor vwells remove
&s .vset = .false.
/*&call logo
&if [value .plot] = . TRUE. &then
&call plot
&retum
/*=====================================================================
---------
---------
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&routine select /*selects and draws choosen records
markerset arrow
textsize .15
/*&do symbol &list
&if %. symbol% =
&if %. symbol% =
&if %.symbol%
&if %.symbol% =
&if %.symbol% =
&do count = 1 &to
sixty /* thirty ninety hundred permafrost
thirty &then &sv mcolor = 3
sixty &then &sv mcolor = 4
ninety &then &sv mcolor = 2
hundred &then &sv mcolor = 2
permafrost &then &sv mcolor = magenta
12
asel %.coverage% points
resel %.coverage% points ousymbol = [quote %.ou%]
clearselect %.infofile% info
resel %.infofile% info notes = [quote %.ou%]
resel %.infofile% info symbol = [quote %.symbol%l
resel %.infofile% info month = [quote %time%]
resel %.coverage% points keyfile %.infofile% wells id
/* pointtext vwellscvg %.relate%//velocity
resel %.infofile% info velocity ge %tovel% and velocity Ie %from%
resel %. coverage% -points -keyfile %. infofile% wells --id
cursor v1 open
cursor vwells open
&sv msymbol = [calc %msymbol% + 1]
markersymbol %msymbol%
shadeset color
markercolor %mcolor%
&do &while %:vwells.aml$next% = .TRUE.
/*always check to see what the zero direction is and adjust
accordingly
markerangle [calc 90 - [show select %.infofile% info 1 item
direction] ]
points %.coverage%
cursor v1 next
cursor vwells next
&end
cursor v1 close
cursor vwells close
&sv tovel = [calc
&sv from = [calc
1 + %tovel%]
1 + %from%]
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/*&SV size = [calc 1 + %size%]
&sv count = [calc 1 t %count%]
&end
&SV msymbol = 1
&sv tovel = 0
&sv from = 1
&sv yoffset = [calc
textoffset %xoffset%
%yoffset% - .2]
%yoffset%
%pmonth%4.g~~ r%pmonth%4.gra
r%pmonth%4.gra %pmonth%4.ps .5
/*&end
/*&if [value .view] = . TRUE. &then
/* &pause
&return
/*===============
&routine plot
q
&do pmonth &list january february march april may june july august.
september october november december
&sv check2 = [value %pmonth%]
&if %check2% = .TRUE. &then
&do
rotateplot
postscript
&end
&end
&return
/*=============================='
&routine logo
textsize .25
textoffset 0 0
maplimits 16.5 2 18 3.6
patch 16.5 2 20 3.6
box 16.5 2 20 3.6
mappos cen cen
mapscale auto
markerscale 1 ·1
/*mape image /data1/fwa/logos/crrel.tif
shadecolor 0
/*image /home/cfpO/private/logos/crrel.tif
move 19 2.9
text 'U.S. Army\Cold Regions\Research and\Engineering Lab\Hanover,
N.H.' CC
&return
/*==============================
&routine cursor
&severity &error &ignore
cursor v1 remove
cursor vwells remove
&stop
/*===============================
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/*==============================
&routine cursor
&severity &error &ignore
cursor vl remove
cursor vwells remove
&stop
/*===============================
65
/*VSETUP.AML This program sets all the background coverages and
keyreas.
/*clear
/*&if [value .plot] = .TRUE. &then
/* &do
/* display 1040
/* poster.gra /* %.filename%4.gra
/*&end
/*mape 239672.157192,3965398.186488,252694.641216,3973741.795274
/*243425.797105,3967446.190691,249814.9212338,3971507.678076 /*gprtran
/*mape 239849.0795121,3967515.448437,242941.4838295,3971977.547602
/*mape 242814.3987584,3967190.675784,250651.312973,3971935.185682
pagesize 22 17
mapunits feet
pageunits inches
maplimits 2 2 20 15
linesymbol 1
box 2 2 20 15
box 1.9 1.9 20.1 15.1
mappos cen cen
mapscale auto
markerscale 1 1
markerset plotter
markersymbol 16
markersize .1 - ------------
shadeset contrast
linesymbol 2
linecolor black
/*arcs pf_frozen
/*shadeset template
/*polygonshades pf_frozen code
linesymbol 2
linecolor black
arcs It
/*linecolor red
/*arcs bldg
linesymbol 1
linecolor green
/*arcs gprtran
linesymbol 8
linecolor cyan
arcs hydro
textguality proportional
textfont times
overpost .05 1 .05
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textsize .3
textcolor 1
textoffset .1 a
markerset plotter
markercolor black
clearselect %.coverage% points
resel %.coverage% points nsymbol = 'CLUSTER'
pointtext %.coverage% wells id
markersymbol 13
points %~coverage%
clearsel %.coverage% points
resel %.coverage% points nsymbol = •PERMAFROST'
pointtext %.coverage% wells id
markersymbol 5
points %.coverage%
clearsel %.coverage% points
resel %.coverage% points nsymbol = 'NOSURVEY'
pointtext %.coverage% wells id
markersymbol 45
points %.coverage%
markerset vector -- ----. --------- ---- -
linecolor black
keyarea 2.1 11.9 7.3 15
shadecolor 0
patch 2.0 11.9 7.3 15
textsize .4
textcolor 1
box 2.0 11.9 7.3 15
move 2.5 14.7
text 'CRREL Flow System Data' ul
move 3.3 14.3
text 'Fort Wainwright, AK' ul
move 3.3 12.5
text [quote %.filename% %.year%] ul
move 2.6 12.65
text [quote permafrost and 20m wells] ul
markersymbol 5
marker 2.6 13.8
keybox .3 .3
keysep .2 .1
textsize .25
/*keymarker depth.key nobox
&r scalebar center 4.7 13.3 4 1 meters blocks
box 2.0 11.9 7.3 15
&sv .vset = .TRUE.
overpost off
&return
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7 dmain.menu
/*
/* mape 239431.1039837,3967~97.16318,249242.3726818,3974145.916591;&sv
.ou = OU3/4
Select Operable Unit
%button1 %button2 %button3 %button4
Select depth
%button13 %button14 %button15 %button17 %button16
Oct
Nov
Dec
%button10 %button11
%button6
%x15
%x13
%x14
%button9
%button5
%x10 July
%x11 Aug
%x12 Sept
view
April
May
June
%button8Select Data
Select Year
Select Month{s)
%x5 Jan %x8
%x6 Feb %x16
%x7 March %x9
Select Plot or view
%x3 plot %x4
%button12
%button7
%button1 BUTTON KEEP 'O.U. 3/4' &sv .ou = OU3/4
%button2 BUTTON KEEP 'O.U. 5' -
mape 240671.4063407,3960247.632198,250862.800667,3967377.73244;&sv
.ou =
OU5
%button3 BUTTON KEEP 'DRMO' -
mape 252547.9135961,3955085.974953,259953.5400548,3959584.7752;&sv
.ou =
DRMO
%button4 BUTTON KEEP 'all FWA' -
. mape 240183.9413442,3955594.431574,262821.5640655,3972370.525948
%button13 BUTTON KEEP 'thirty' &sv .sYmbol = thirty
%button14 BUTTON KEEP 'sixty' &sv .sYmbol = sixty
%button15 BUTTON KEEP 'ninety' &sv .sYmbol = ninety
%button17 BUTTON KEEP 'hUndred' &SV .sYmbol = hundred
%button16 BUTTON KEEP 'permafrost' &SV .symbol = permafrost
%button8 BUTTON KEEP 'Daily Avgs' &sv .daily = .TRUE.;&menu day
%button9 BUTTON KEEP 'Weekly Avgs' &sv .weekly = .TRUE.;&menu week
%button10 BUTTON KEEP 'Monthly Avgs' &sv .monthly = .TRUE.
%button11 BUTTON KEEP 'YEARLY Avgs' &SV .yearly = •TRUE.
%button5 BUTTON KEEP '1995' &sv .infofile =
/ees/ddees/cfpO/flow/m95.dat;&sv .relate = ve195;relate restore
/ees/ddees/cfpO/flow/ve195;&sv .year = 1995
%button6 BUTTON KEEP '1996' &sv .infofile =
/ees/ddees/cfpO/flow/m96.dat;&sv .relate = ve196;relate restore
/ees/ddees/cfpO/flow/veI96;&sv .year = 1996
%x5 CHECKBOX January
%x8 CHECKBOX April
%x10 CHECKBOX July
%x13 CHECKBOX October
%x6 CHECKBOX February
%x16 CHECKBOX May
%x11 CHECKBOX August
%x14 CHECKBOX November
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%x7 CHECKBOX March
%x9 CHECKBOX June
%x12 CHECKBOX September
%xlS CHECKBOX December
%x3 CHECKBOX .plot INITIAL . FALSE.
%x4 CHECKBOX .view INITIAL . FALSE.
%button12 BUTTON KEEP 'clear' clear
%button7 BUTTON KEEP 'continue' &return
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APPENDIXB.
CRREL Groundwater Flow System Data
The flow data includes the serial date. It includes data concerned with the
maintenance of the floe system, such as voltage and heater information as well as
temperature readings. They flow sensor also record water levels, 2-dimwensional flow
directions and seepage velocities.
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OPERABLE UNIT 4
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